Abstract-This paper presents a brain-computer interface for text entry using steady-state visually evoked potentials (SSVEP). Like other SSVEP-based spellers, ours identifies the desired input character by posing questions (or queries) to users through a visual interface. Each query defines a mapping from possible characters to steady-state stimuli. The user responds by attending to one of these stimuli. Unlike other SSVEP-based spellers, ours chooses from a much larger pool of possible queries-on the order of ten thousand instead of ten. The larger query pool allows our speller to adapt more effectively to the inherent structure of what is being typed and to the input performance of the user, both of which make certain queries provide more information than others. In particular, our speller chooses queries from this pool that maximize the amount of information to be received per unit of time, a measure of mutual information that we call information gain rate. To validate our interface, we compared it with two other state-ofthe-art SSVEP-based spellers, which were re-implemented to use the same input mechanism. Results showed that our interface, with the larger query pool, allowed users to spell multiple-word texts nearly twice as fast as they could with the compared spellers.
the user is attending, hence the user's desired character. While it is not within our scope to discuss the relative merits of BCI and non-BCI text entry, we note that SSVEP may remain applicable even when users have no control over gaze (e.g., as with "locked-in" syndrome). Attentional focus that is independent of visual focus, also elicits SSVEPs [2] .
Most existing SSVEP-based spellers have fewer visual targets than possible characters. As a consequence, the user must attend to a sequence of targets in order to type a single character. For example, the SSVEP-based spellers of both Volosyak [3] and Cecotti [4] allow 28 possible characters-the standard alphabet, space, and delete-but have only five targets. The interface of Volosyak [3] arranges characters in a grid, associates four targets with cardinal directions (left, right, up, down) in which to move a cursor in this grid, and interprets the fifth target as selecting the character at the current location of the cursor. The interface of Cecotti [4] arranges all characters except delete in a static hierarchical menu with a decision between three groups at each level of the hierarchy (three groups of nine characters, then of three characters, and finally of one character), associates a target with each group, associates the fourth target with delete, and interprets the fifth target as moving up in the hierarchy.
When discussing these two interfaces, we find it helpful to regard each presentation of visual targets as a question or query posed to the human user. Each query defines a mapping from possible characters to visual targets, in the sense that there is a correct choice of target to which the user must attend in order to specify a given character most quickly. The queries of Volosyak [3] ask which direction the desired character is with respect to the cursor. The queries of Cecotti [4] ask which of three groups contains the desired character.
In this paper, we present a new SSVEP-based speller that is similar to the ones of Volosyak [3] and Cecotti [4] but that poses a different set of queries. These queries are of two types. A range query [ Fig. 1(a) ] asks which of five ordered groups of characters (e.g., "delete" through B, C through K, L through M, N through T, and U through "space") contains the desired character, by associating a target with each group. A character query [ Fig. 1(b) ] asks which of four ordered characters (e.g., C, F, G, and S)-if any-is the desired character, by associating a target with each one and by interpreting the fifth target as "none of them."
What is important about these two new types of queries is their variety. There are 2925 distinct range queries and 20475 distinct character queries, meaning that our interface has a total of 23400 queries from which to choose. You might say that our interface has a query pool of size 23400. In contrast, the interface of Volosyak [3] has a much smaller query pool of size 28, equal to the number of characters in the grid. Similarly, the interface of Cecotti [4] has a query pool only of size 13, equal to the number of possible groupings of characters in the static hierarchical menu.
The reason that variety is important is that not all queries are equally informative. Language has an inherent structure that-depending on context-makes certain characters much more likely than others. In principle, larger query pools allow better adaptation to this structure. They give an interface the freedom to pick "the right question."
Indeed, our SSVEP-based speller chooses queries that explicitly maximize the amount of information to be received per unit of time about the desired character, a measure of mutual information that we call information gain rate (IGR). IGR is similar to other measures of mutual information like the commonly used information transfer rate (ITR) [5] [6] [7] and the less well known Nykopp bit rate [8] . The reason we use a new measure in this paper is that IGR-unlike ITR, for example-does not assume that each visual target is equally likely to be selected within a given time window. Instead, IGR takes into account the expected input performance of each user (characterized by selection accuracy and selection latency) as well as a probabilistic language model. We emphasize that IGR and the models that it takes into account are not in direct competition with the query pool. Rather, if the query pool gives us the freedom to pick the right query, IGR offers our interface the means to select that query. This choice of measure distinguishes our interface from others that also have larger query pools, like the motor-imagery-based speller of Blankertz et al. [9] and the P300-based speller of Ma et al. [10] -although, these other interfaces are harder to compare directly due to their use of input mechanisms other than SSVEP.
We acknowledge that many factors affect the performance of an SSVEP-based speller (e.g., the classification rate [11] , [12] , the stimulus design [13] [14] [15] , and the layout of the interface [16] , [17] ). Larger query pools may also necessitate the use of serial visual search strategies by the participant, resulting in prolonged selection latencies. Nonetheless, empirical results with six qualified subjects showed that our SSVEP-based speller-with the larger query pool and with IGR as the performance measure to be maximized-allowed users to spell multiple-word texts nearly twice as fast as they would with the SSVEP-based spellers of Volosyak [3] and Cecotti [4] .
In what follows, we first present our new speller (Section II). Next, we describe the experimental comparison to existing spellers (Section III) and give the results of this comparison (Section IV). Finally, we conclude by discussing the importance of these results with respect to the design of BCI text-entry systems (Section V).
II. DESIGN OF OUR SPELLER
Our SSVEP-based speller allows a user to type a string of text that consists of the standard alphabet ("A" to "Z"), space (" "), and delete (" "). In order to type each individual character, the user must respond to a sequence of queries. Each query associates possible characters with one of five visual targets (i.e., five blinking SSVEP stimuli). Our speller poses two types of queries (Fig. 1). 1) A range query asks which of five ordered groups of characters contains the desired character, by associating a target with each group. In the example of Fig. 1(a) , the five groups are " " to "A", "B" to "K", "L" (i.e., a group with only one character), "M" to "T", and "U" to " ". 2) A character query asks which of four ordered characters-if any-is the desired character, by associating a target with each one and by interpreting the fifth target as "none of them." In the example of Fig. 1(b) , the four characters are "A", "E", "I", and "L". Each query reduces our speller's uncertainty about the user's desired character. Once the speller is confident enough, it makes a "guess" at the desired character, appends this guess to the string of text at the bottom of the screen, and proceeds with a new sequence of queries to obtain the next character.
In Section II-A, we define a formal model of our speller. In Section II-B, we use this model to derive algorithms that say how to choose each query (based on maximizing a measure of mutual information that we call IGR) and how to guess the desired character (based on maximizing likelihood with respect to a language model).
A. Models
In what follows, we denote the set of possible characters bỳ '`'`'`' and the set of possible targets, numbered from left to right, by .
1) Queries:
We can describe any range or character query as a map . For example, the range query in Fig. 1(a) is given by`'`' '`' ' '`' (1) Suppose that the user in this example were trying to spell the word "COMPILE." Having already spelled "COMP," the current desired character would be`'. The formal definition (1) of the range query in Fig. 1(a) makes clear that the correct choice of target would be`' -i.e., that the user should attend to the second target from the left in order to specify their desired character most quickly. Similarly, the character query in Fig. 1(b) is given by`'
Continuing with our example, the correct choice of target in this case would be`' . As can easily be derived, we have 2925 distinct range queries and 20475 distinct character queries from which to choose, for a total of . We index the corresponding maps by . 2) Accuracy and Latency: As we have seen, there is a single correct choice of target-call it the intended target-to which the user should attend in response to a query. Because of uncertainty in the measurement and interpretation of SSVEP, the target that is actually selected-call it the observed target-may differ from the intended target. To capture this difference, we model the intended target as a discrete random variable and the observed target as a discrete random variable , both taking values in . We also model the amount of time taken for the user to respond to a query as a continuous random variable , taking values in the set of positive real numbers . Two statistical quantities then suffice to describe the input performance of a user:
• the conditional probability mass function , which specifies the likelihood that the observed target is given that the intended target is ; • the conditional expectation , which specifies the average time taken for the user to respond to a query given that the intended target is and the observed target is . We will refer to as the accuracy model and to as the latency model. Although these two models may differ from one user to another, we assume that they remain the same over time-in other words, that input performance is the same when typing the first character in a string of text as when typing the last character. Accuracy and latency models can be computed from experimental data (e.g., during user training)-we will say how in Section III-C. For now, we assume both models are given.
3) Language:
We model the desired character as a discrete random variable , taking values in . The probability mass function then completely describes the speller's uncertainty about the user's desired character. We will refer to as the language model. There are standard ways to derive this language model from a database of English text-we will say how in Section III-D. For now, we assume that the language model is given.
Unlike the accuracy and latency models, the language model changes over time-indeed, the purpose of each query is to steer this change in a way that reduces uncertainty about the desired character. In particular, by application of Bayes' theorem (see Appendix A), it is possible to show that (3) for all . Equation (3) provides a recursive update rule: start with the current language model , observe a target in response to a query , compute a new language model using (3), and replace with .
B. Algorithms 1) How to Choose Each Query:
We can use the models defined in Section II-A to measure the amount of information to be received per unit of time about the desired character. We call this quantity IGR and define it as follows:
The numerator in (4) is the mutual information between the intended target and the observed target. It is defined as (5) and is a commonly used measure of information gain [18] . The denominator in (4) is the average time taken for the user to respond to a query. It is defined as (6) It is possible to show (see Appendix B) that (7) (8) and (9) so IGR (4) can be computed with knowledge of the accuracy model , the latency model , the language model , and the query , all of which we defined in the previous section. Note that IGR is an explicit function of the query index -we can make this dependence clear by writing . Our speller chooses the query with index that maximizes IGR 2) How and When to Guess the Desired Character: Our speller's best guess at the desired character given an observed target in response to a query is the character of maximum likelihood with respect to the updated language model where is computed as in (3). The only remaining question is if our speller is confident enough about this guess to append to the string of text, or if it should continue posing queries. To answer this question, our speller compares the maximum likelihood to the likelihood of certain other possible characters. In particular, we define the set of characters other than that are associated with the same observed target , and the set of characters not associated with this target. Next, we compute and i.e., the maximum likelihood over characters in and , respectively (or zero if either set is empty). Our speller stops posing queries when both where the thresholds and are parameters.
III. METHODS

A. Participants
We performed experiments with 11 able-bodied participants between the ages of 20 and 30 who had normal or correctedto-normal vision. All experiments were approved by the Institutional Review Board of the University of Illinois.
B. Signal Recording and Classification
The steady-state stimuli were five targets presented on an LCD monitor, ordered from left to right, at 7.50, 10.0, 6.67, 12.0, and 8.57 Hz. These stimuli appear as white squares across the top of Fig. 1 . EEG signals were extracted from seven electrode sites across the occipital region of the scalp (PO7, PO3, PO4, PO8, O1, OZ, O2) at impedances not exceeding 10 k . All electrodes were referenced to electrode location PZA [19] . EEG signals were acquired using a 128-channel bioamplifier at 256 Hz, bandpass-filtered from 1 to 30 Hz, and analyzed using a 1.5 s sliding window with an overlap of 1.375 s. A classifier, based on the traditional power spectral density analysis (PSDA) method [20] , was used to determine user selections. In our implementation of this classifier, multi-electrode EEG data were filtered into four different spatial representations using bipolar and Laplacian combinations (see [21] for a description). The specific combinations, taken from Prueckl [22] , were as follows:
The fast Fourier transform (FFT) with a rectangular window and zero-padded to 1024 points, was computed for each combination using MATLAB's "fft" function. The result was then multiplied by its complex conjugate to obtain power spectra. A signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was obtained for each combination and each frequency by dividing the power of the signal (average power at the frequency of interest Hz) by the average power of the noise (average power in the frequency band of 6.25-12.5 Hz excluding the frequency of interest Hz). The highest and lowest SNR values for each frequency were discarded. The two remaining SNR values were averaged to obtain a single value for each frequency. If any of these five averaged values exceeded a pre-determined threshold, the corresponding target was selected as the observed target. If more than one frequency exceeded the threshold during the same window of time, the lowest frequency was selected as the observed target.
C. Training Phase
The accuracy model and the latency model (Section II-A2) for each user were derived from data collected during a training phase. In this training phase, 100 queries were presented to each user. An arrow specified the intended target for each query. Users were asked to respond by attending to that target. In total, each of the five targets was specified as the intended target 20 times, in random order. For each query, the intended target, the observed target, and the user response time were recorded. The conditional probability was computed as the ratio of the number of times was the observed target given that was the intended target over the number of times was the intended target. If was never observed, in other words if the empirical value of , a small number (0.01) was added. These values were then normalized to obtain a probability measure. The conditional expectation was computed as the average user response time over all queries in which the intended target was and the observed target was . If was never observed, in other words if the empirical value of , then this empirical value was replaced with the average user response time over all queries (over all intended and observed targets). 
D. Spelling Phase
Following training, participants completed a three-part spelling phase. The purpose of this spelling phase was to evaluate the performance of participants using our speller with their performance using two existing SSVEP spellers, the one of Volosyak [3] and the one of Cecotti [4] , that were highlighted in a review of BCI text-entry [1] . All three spellers presented the same number of visual targets (five) and allowed users to type a string of text consisting of the same standard alphabet ("A" to "Z"), space (" "), and delete (" "). These spellers were implemented as follows.
• Our interface ( Fig. 1) was implemented exactly as described in Section II. The accuracy and latency models were derived from data collected during training as described in Section III-C. The language model was constructed with prediction by partial matching (PPM) [23] applied to the English corpus provided with the Dasher text-entry interface [24] . The conditional probability of the delete (" ") character, which was not included in the PPM model, was fixed at 0.05. • The interface of Volosyak [3] arranges characters in a grid according to their frequency in English text, associates four targets with cardinal directions (left, right, up, down) in which to move a cursor in this grid, and interprets the fifth target as selecting the character at the current location of the cursor [ Fig. 2(a) ]. As an example, a user might try to select "B" with the following sequence of intended targets: right, right, down, and then select. There were differences between our implementation and the original implementation of [3] , both in the location of targets on the screen and in the arrangement of characters in the grid. These differences are potential sources of error and will be discussed further in Section V.
• The interface of Cecotti [4] arranges all characters except delete (" ") in a static hierarchical menu with a decision between three groups at each level of the hierarchy (three groups of nine characters, then of three characters, and finally of one character), associates a target with each group, associates the fourth target with delete (" "), and Fig. 2(b) ]. For example, a user might try to select "B" with the following sequence of intended targets: left, left, and middle. Our implementation and the original implementation of [4] differ only with respect to the location of targets on the screen. During the evaluation of each speller, subjects were asked to specify the texts in Table I . The first three (Txt1, Txt2, Txt3) were single-words texts and the last two (Txt4 and Txt5) were multiple-word texts. Table I also lists the likelihood of each text with respect to our language model as measured by the average number of bits necessary per character, a quantity that is called the negative log-likelihood per character (NLL). The multiple-word texts (Txt4, Txt5) had NLL comparable to the average NLL of English texts, which is about 2 bits per character [25] , [26] . Participants completed all five texts, in order, for a single speller before moving on to the next speller. There was a short (one minute) break between each speller. To reduce possible bias, the order in which the spellers were evaluated was randomized. Experimentation was halted at the request of the user or if user performance was lower than one character per minute (cpm).
E. Simulation Study
As we acknowledged in Section III-D, there were small differences between our implementation and the original implementation of the spellers of Volosyak [3] and Cecotti [4] . In our implementation of the speller of Volosyak, the fifth row of the character grid was shifted one cell to the right of the original implementation. To quantify the effect of this layout change we performed Monte-Carlo simulations using two versions of the speller of Volosyak: the one utilized in the present study, and the one in [3] with the original layout. A total of 1000 simulations were conducted with each text (listed in Table I ) and participant (S1-S6, S8, S9). In each query, recall that there is a single correct choice of intended target, the simulation assumes that the human subject always makes the correct choice of intended target. The observed targets and the target selection latencies were randomly sampled according to the accuracy and latency models of each participant. In particular, given an intended target the observed target was sampled according to the probability distribution . The selection latency was sampled from a normal distribution with mean and with standard deviation computed from the participant's training trials. Results were obtained for our speller, the two versions of the speller of Volosyak, and the speller of Cecotti.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Of the 11 subjects who participated in our study, six (S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6) were able to complete the entire experiment. Three of the participants (S7, S8, S9) completed the training phase, but were unable to complete all three parts of the spelling phase. The remaining two participants were unable to complete the training phase with at least 50% accuracy on all of the targets. Their data have been excluded from further analysis. All subjects were naïve to EEG-based BCIs with the exception of subjects S1 and S2, who had extensive experience. Specifically, subjects S1 and S2 had previously participated in greater than 20 h of experiments with SSVEP-based BCIs. The following performance measures were used.
• Input error , the fraction of the number of incorrect queries-in which the observed target did not match the intended target-to the number of all queries.
• Input latency , the mean latency-the time it takes to obtain a user response after the onset of a stimulus-across all queries.
• Input/character ratio , the average number of user responses required to spell a single character of the target text, i.e., the ratio of the total number of queries to the number of characters in the target text.
• Spelling rate , the average number of characters spelled per minute (cpm), without counting any instances of delete, i.e., the ratio of the number of characters in the target text to the total time elapsed in spelling. We note that it was indeed possible to compute the input error during the spelling phase, since-under the assumption that errors are derived from incorrect classification of SSVEP response and not from incorrect user behavior-the intended target (either a singleton or a finite set) was always known. Table II shows the training data obtained from each participant. Across the six subjects who completed the entire experiment, the input error was 2%, and the input latency was about 3 s. For subjects S8 and S9, who only completed the training phase, error was higher, 13% for S8 and 20% for S9. Average input latency for subjects S7 and S8 was comparable to those who completed the entire study. Input latency for S9, however, was considerably higher at 6.97 s. Table III shows the spelling rates obtained for each speller and text during the three-part spelling phase. We applied the Friedman Test-a common nonparametric statistical test for repeated measures experiments-to determine any significant differences in spelling rate due to the speller interface across all of the texts (Txt1, Txt2, Txt3, Txt4, and Txt5). The Friedman Test revealed a significant main effect of speller interface on spelling rate. Post-hoc tests with Bonferroni correction revealed that our speller was significantly faster than the speller of Volosyak and the speller of Cecotti , but our implementations of the spellers of Volosyak and Cecotti did not differ significantly in performance from one another . For single-word texts (Txt1, Txt2, and Txt3) average spelling rates obtained with all three spellers were similar, averaging 7.33 cpm for our speller, 6.32 cpm for the speller of Volosyak, and 6.25 cpm for the speller of Cecotti. For multiple-word texts (Txt4 and Txt5), the average spelling rate obtained with our speller (11.93 cpm) was nearly twice as fast as those obtained with the spellers of Volosyak (5.69 cpm) and Cecotti (6.22 cpm). Notably, using our speller subject S2 [4] achieved more than 17 cpm by spelling Txt5 with zero input error and with 2.5 s of mean input latency. Table IV shows the average input error, input latency, and input per character ratio for each of the three spellers and five texts. Input errors [Table IV(a)] increased compared to training, but were similar across both single-word and multiple-word texts at about 5%. Input latencies [Table IV(b)] also increased compared to training from 2.92 s to 3.38 s for the speller of Cecotti, 3.60 s for our speller, and 3.91 s for the speller of Volosyak. During the spelling of multiple-word texts our speller required less than half (1.60) the number of the inputs as the spellers of Volosyak (3.74) or Cecotti (3.61) to specify the same characters [Table IV(c)]. Table V shows the results of Monte-Carlo simulations. For single-word texts, the original layout for the speller of Volosyak [3] was, on average, 0.92 cpm faster for S1-S6 than the layout we used in our implementation of this speller. For multiple-word texts, the original layout of the speller of Volosyak [3] was 0.09 cpm faster for S1-S6 than the layout we used in our implementation of this speller. V. DISCUSSION
A. Training Phase
B. Spelling Phase
C. Simulation Study
When asked to specify multiple-word texts, participant performance with our speller (11.93 cpm) was nearly double that with the compared spellers (5.69 cpm for the speller of Volosyak [3] and 6.22 cpm for the speller of Cecotti [4] ). This increase in performance was not due to differences in input error [Table IV(a)], in input latency [Table IV(b)], or in the size and shape of visual targets, which were identical. Instead, the performance increase can be attributed to the reduction in the number of queries required to determine the desired input character. In particular, when evaluated on multiple-word texts, our speller required less than half the number of queries as the spellers of Cecotti [4] or Volosyak [27] to specify a character, on average [Table IV(c)] . Our use of a larger query pool and of IGR as a measure of performance to be maximized when choosing queries from this pool was what led to this reduction in the number of required queries.
Despite the fact that users specified texts faster with our speller, results show that the spelling rate for single-word texts was comparable for all three interfaces: 7.33 cpm with our speller, 6.32 cpm with the speller of Volosyak [3] , and 6.25 with the speller of Cecotti [4] . We attribute the lower spelling rate of our interface under these conditions to the higher NLL values of the single-word texts (Table I ). In particular, we observe a clear inverse relationship between NLL and spelling rate in Table III (a): Txt1 had an NLL of 7.19 and was spelled at a rate of 4.61 cpm, Txt3 had an NLL of 5.31 and was spelled at a rate of 7.81 cpm, and Txt2 had an NLL of 3.04 and was spelled at a rate of 9.57 cpm. Both multiple-word texts had lower NLLs-closer to the average of English text, which is 2 bits per character [25] , [26] -and consequently higher average spelling rates. The reason for this trend is that, by using a language model, our speller tries to take advantage of the fact that text with high NLL (e.g., "BCI" as in Txt1) is rare in everyday conversation.
Results from the simulation studies suggest that the increase in performance with our speller as compared to the speller of Volosyak [3] was not due to the small difference in character layout. The fifth row of the character grid in our implementation was shifted one character to the right of the original implementation described in [3] . We simulated performance with our implementation and compared it with the performance of the original implementation. These simulations showed no difference between our implementation (6.38 cpm) and the original (6.29 cpm) for multiple-word texts. For single-word texts, the original implementation was slightly faster (8.18 cpm) than our implementation (7.26 cpm). We note that the original versions of the spellers of Volosyak [3] and Cecotti [4] also differed from our implementations in the locations of the targets. The effect of this change has not been investigated further, may have increased overall input latency, and represents a potential source of error.
One interesting trend that emerged from our study is that the average input latency of users with our speller (3.60 s) was higher than the average input latency for the speller of Cecotti [4] (3.38 s) . The input latency of all three spellers was slower than the average input latency during training (2.92 s). Since the layout of characters in our speller changes for each query, the user needs to visually search the layout in order to locate their desired character, slowing target selection in our speller as opposed to the speller of Cecotti [4] . Our speller was designed to minimize this issue by displaying characters in a single, alphabetically ordered, row. There may be conditions, however, when smaller query pools are actually preferable. Another possible drawback of our speller is that it requires training. This requirement is a limitation of the design, but it may be possible to either minimize this training step or to use an online training paradigm. Some more advanced classifier designs also require training data [28] -it may be possible to train both the speller and the classifier simultaneously. With respect to our use of multiple query types, further work would be needed to characterize the impact of each type of query on overall performance.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a steady-state visually evoked potential based brain-computer interface that allowed users to input text by responding to a sequence of queries. These queries were chosen from a large query pool to maximize IGR, the expected amount of information to be received per unit of time about the desired character. The computation of IGR was based on three models, a language model (that predicted likely characters based on context) and two models of user performance (input accuracy and input latency). Experimental results demonstrated that six subjects were able to use our interface to input multiple-word text at an average of 11.93 cpm, with one subject achieving an average spelling rate of 16.09 cpm.
There are several ways in which the interface described here could be improved. Input response times could be reduced through the use of different classifiers (such as those by Lin [29] or Johnson [28] ), the shape and size of the stimuli could be changed, the number of input classes could be increased, word completion [30] could be implemented, and different frequencies could be assigned to the targets. As an example of how these changes might improve the interface, consider the assignment of frequencies to targets. It is clear from our training data (Table II) that this association matters. For example, during training subject S2 selected Target 5 (8.57 Hz) more than twice as fast (2.85 s) as Target 1 (7.5 Hz, 6.07 s). In other words, for subject S2, Target 5 was easier to select than Target 1. If we switch the assignment of frequencies to targets, we would expect Target 1 (8.57 Hz) to be easier to select than Target 5 (7.5 Hz). In our interface, the set of characters with which Target 1 and Target 5 are associated are different. Thus, when we change the assignment of frequencies to targets, we expect a specific set of characters to be easier to select. IGR could be used to determine the best assignment of frequencies to targets. This could improve the maximum spelling rate of participants and represents a topic of future work.
APPENDIX A DERIVATION OF LANGUAGE MODEL UPDATE RULE
We will proceed to derive (3), which says how to update the language model given an observed target in response to a query . Bayes' theorem tells us that (10) for all . Note that
where (11) follows from the law of total probability, (12) follows by assumption that the observed target and the desired character are conditionally independent given knowledge of the desired target, and (13) follows by assumption of zero user error in response to a query, since in this case
After substitution of (13) into (10), we arrive at (3).
APPENDIX B DERIVATION OF INFORMATION GAIN RATE
We will proceed to derive (7)- (9) , which are used to compute the IGR. Equation (7) follows from the definition of conditional probability. Equation (8) follows from the law of total probability. Equation (9) follows from the law of total probability and by assumption of zero user error in response to a query, since in this case
